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The conversion efficiency of electric microwave signals into surface acoustic waves in different

types of superconducting transducers is studied with the aim of quantum applications. We compare

delay lines containing either conventional symmetric transducers (IDTs) or unidirectional

transducers (UDTs) at 2.3 GHz and 10 mK. The UDT delay lines improve the insertion loss with

4.7 dB and a directivity of 22 dB is found for each UDT, indicating that 99.4% of the acoustic

power goes in the desired direction. The power lost in the undesired direction accounts for more

than 90% of the total loss in IDT delay lines, but only �3% of the total loss in the floating

electrode unidirectional transducer delay lines. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4975803]

Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) are Rayleigh waves

propagating on the surface of a solid.1 It has recently been

suggested2 and shown3 that SAWs can interact with artificial

atoms at the quantum level. This is fundamentally interesting

because the artificial atoms can be made much larger than

the wavelength of the SAW, which is not possible in other

systems.4 There are extensive new possibilities for quantum

devices utilizing SAW; such as resonators,5,6 absorption in

double quantum dots,7 transport of quantum information8–10

and phonon assisted tunneling.11

When SAWs are used to carry quantum information, it

is important to have low losses. The purpose here is to lower

the conversion loss between electric signals (photons) and

SAWs (phonons). In all studies about quantum SAW appli-

cations, SAWs are converted into and from electric micro-

wave signals using conventional symmetric interdigital

transducers (IDTs). The IDT can be described by a three port

scattering matrix, where port 1 and 2 are acoustic, and port 3

is electric.12 It has the same electric to SAW conversion in

both ports, i.e., S13 ¼ S23, and hence 50% of the power is

converted in the wrong direction. This means that IDTs are

limited by a theoretical minimum insertion loss of �3 dB

and because of reciprocity delay lines with two IDTs are the-

oretically limited to �6 dB.

Unlike the symmetric IDT, a unidirectional transducer

(UDT)13,14 can be optimized to release most of its SAW

energy in one preferred direction, by maximizing the scatter-

ing element S13 while minimizing S23. In this way, UDTs

can exceed the �3 dB loss, and therefore UDTs are interest-

ing to study for quantum SAW applications.

UDTs have previously been studied for classical applica-

tions, such as low-loss-SAW filters at room temperature.14,15

Since they have complicated structures, a substantial effort

has been made in engineering low loss UDTs at gigahertz fre-

quencies.16 Various types of UDTs and combinations of pie-

zoelectric materials have also been explored, and some

experiments have utilized higher harmonics.17 Although, the

UDTs have been studied at gigahertz frequencies, there have

been very few studies at low temperatures using supercon-

ducting transducers.18 Superconducting transducers do not

suffer from the resistive losses that limit their performance at

room temperature. Here, we study the superconducting UDTs

and IDTs at 10 mK in order to use them for quantum applica-

tions as efficient electric/SAW converters. We also make a

detailed analysis of the remaining losses.

Both the UDTs and IDTs were designed for 2.3 GHz on

lithium niobate. The UDT structure was selected from pre-

liminary measurements of various types of UDTs at a lower

frequency and room temperature. It is based on a floating

electrode unidirectional transducer (FEUDT),19 seen in Fig.

1(a). As most types of UDTs, it consists of a periodic struc-

ture, where the centers of transduction and reflection are sep-

arated in each unit cell, and hence each unit cell shows some

directivity. Each unit cell consists of six electrodes, all with

the same width: one live electrode connected to the upper

bus, one grounded electrode connected to the lower bus, and

four floating electrodes, two of which are connected to each

other. The design is such that the electric/SAW conversion is

optimized for port 1 and minimized for port 2, see Fig. 1(b).

When conducting experiments at the quantum level, it is

necessary to cool the system to cryogenic temperatures and

operate at microwave frequencies where kBT � �hx. This is

well satisfied for 2.3 GHz and 10 mK.

FIG. 1. (a) Electron micrograph of the top part of one unit cell of a floating

electrode unidirectional transducer. Note that the floating electrodes are

brighter due to charging effects. The preferred electric/SAW conversion is

towards the right,19 in port 1. (b) A Towards delay line, where port 1 faces

inwards and (c) an Away delay line, where port 1 faces out from the delay

line. One unit cell is illustrated, where the upper bus is connected to a live

electrode, the lower bus is grounded, and two of the floating electrodes

(gray) are connected to each other.
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At this frequency, the FEUDT electrodes have a finger

width of k=12 ¼ 125 nm. The electrode structure was made

using electron beam lithography and a liftoff process with

27 nm thick aluminum capped by 3 nm of palladium. They

were connected to ground planes (5/85/10 nm of Ti/Au/Pd)

in a delay line geometry. The transducers were separated

edge to edge by 500 lm on the piezoelectric substrate YZ

black lithium niobate (LiNbO3). LiNbO3 has a strong piezo-

electric coupling and is therefore especially interesting for

quantum applications.

An optimized device should have a perfect impedance

matching to 50 X and a maximum directivity. To obtain this,

we varied both the electrode overlap W (aperture of the

transducer) and the number of unit cells Np. The design

parameters of the tested samples are summarized in Table I.

Two different electrode overlaps (W¼ 35 and 46 lm) were

investigated for both types of samples. The number of unit

cells in the FEUDTs was either 110 or 160. For comparison,

double electrode IDTs were designed to impedance match

with 36 unit cells. The double electrode IDT structure mini-

mizes the internal reflections that otherwise complicate the

IDT response.14,15,20

All the samples measured were delay lines. Four delay

lines had FEUDTs with port 1 towards each other, see Fig.

1(b). They were optimized for high transmission and are

described as “Towards.” FEUDTs with the same design, but

with port 1 facing out from the delay line are called “Away”

(Fig. 1(c)). They were used for measurements of the SAW

conversion via port 2, which is optimally very small. In this

way, the power conversion via port 1 and port 2 could be

compared (Row 1–4 in Table I). As a reference, three delay

lines with double electrode IDTs were measured (Row 5–7

in Table I).

The samples were measured with an Agilent

Technologies E8364B vector network analyzer using 20 001

points between 2.1 GHz and 2.5 GHz. This set the frequency

resolution to 20 kHz. The measured data was Fourier trans-

formed and the corresponding resolution in time was 2.5 ns,

which is less than 2% of the transit time of 140 ns, i.e., the

time it took for the SAWs to traverse the delay lines.

The time domain data showed separate peaks (Fig. 2),

where the first peak was the electric crosstalk, the second the

main transmission, and the remaining peaks were SAWs

transiting three or more times in the delay line. By selecting

data only from the second (blue) peak with a filter window

of 180 or 300 ns for the IDT or FEUDT samples, respec-

tively, the main transmission could be isolated.

The reflection and transmission from the two delay lines

with conventional IDTs matched well with the simplest SAW

circuit model,12,14,15,21 as seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In this

model, a double electrode IDT is described by an acoustic

conductance Gaðf Þ ¼ Ga0sinc2ðpNpðf � f0Þ=f0Þ, an acoustic

susceptance Baðf Þ (the Hilbert transformation of Ga) and a

capacitance CT ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p

NpW�1. Ga0 ¼ 4c2
g2pf0�1N2

pWK2 and

is the acoustic conductance at center frequency f0. f is the

driving frequency and cg � 0:6214 is a unitless factor account-

ing for the geometry of the electrodes. The room temperature

literature values for the piezoelectric coupling coefficient

(K2 ¼ 4:8 %) and the effective permeability (�1 ¼ 46�0) of

LiNbO3 were used in the fits. The only free fitting parameters

were the center frequency and the attenuation.

Modeling the FEUDTs required a more complicated

approach, which included internal mechanical reflections.

The FEUDT results were in excellent agreement with the

Coupled Mode (COM) theory.22–26 The fitting parameters

were the center frequency, the attenuation, and cg.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) shows transmission and reflection for

two different delay lines; a Towards FEUDT and an IDT

delay line together with their fits. The transmission fits for

both the IDT and the FEUDT were complemented with an

attenuation factor to describe losses in the delay lines. The

variation of the fitted f0 corresponded to a few nanometers

TABLE I. The maximum transmission (Max T) at frequency (fT) and bandwidth for the Towards and the IDT delay lines. Each Towards delay line was com-

pared with an Away delay line of the same type to retrieve the maximum transmission difference (Max D) at the corresponding frequency (fD) and the fre-

quency span where the difference was bigger than 20 dB. The total loss (ctot) was estimated from the directive loss (cD) of the transducers, and from loss due to

viscous damping (cvis), beam steering (cbs), and diffraction (cdiff ) over the propagation distance Lþ Npk. cue is the loss that cannot be explained by directivity

and propagation loss.

Delay lines
Max T fT BW Max D fD >20 dB Lþ Npk

Estimated loss (dB)

Type Np W (lm) (dB) (GHz) (MHz) (dB) (GHz) (MHz) (lm) cD cvis cbs cdiff ctot cue

FEUDT_1 110 35 �4.2 2.308 20 42 2.313 11 665 �0.06 �0.17 �0.37 �0.61 �1.2 �3.0

FEUDT_2 110 46 �3.7 2.309 17 44 2.315 11 665 �0.06 �0.17 �0.28 �0.77 �1.3 �2.4

FEUDT_3 160 46 �3.2 2.310 9.5 44 2.319 10 740 �0.06 �0.19 �0.31 �0.77 �1.3 �1.9

FEUDT_4 160 46 �2.8 2.310 9.4 44 2.319 10 740 �0.06 �0.19 �0.31 �0.77 �1.3 �1.5

IDT_1 36 35 �7.8 2.291 51 … … … 554 �6 �0.14 �0.31 �0.61 �7.1 �0.7

IDT_2 36 35 �7.7 2.290 51 … … … 554 �6 �0.14 �0.31 �0.61 �7.1 �0.6

IDT_3 36 46 �7.5 2.294 54 … … … 554 �6 �0.14 �0.23 �0.77 �7.1 �0.4

FIG. 2. Time domain data from Fourier transforming the transmission

through FEUDT_2. Towards. Separate peaks can be filtered selectively,

where the first (red) is crosstalk, the second (blue) is the main SAW trans-

mission, and the remaining peaks (green) are SAWs transiting multiple

times. (Inset:) FEUDT delay line.
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bigger electrode periodicity, which is within the range of

error caused by the temperature difference and fabrication

imperfections.

All Towards delay lines exceeded the maximum transmis-

sion of the IDT delay lines, see Table I and Fig. 3(a). For the

FEUDT delay lines with 160 unit cells, the maximum transmis-

sion was on average 4.7 dB higher than for the IDT delay lines.

Comparing the transmission for the Towards and Away

delay lines, the difference between the conversion in port 1

and 2 was estimated. A transmission difference of 44 dB can

be seen in Fig. 3(c) and Table I (Max D). The directivity of

one FEUDT is defined as the fraction between the powers

converted in the two acoustic ports, which is half of the

transmission difference (i.e. 22 dB). Samples FEUDT_2–4

showed a maximum directivity of 22 dB for each FEUDT,

which means that 99.4% of the acoustic power went to port

1. Each FEUDT lost 0.6% of the power in the wrong direc-

tion, which can be compared to the theoretical IDT loss of

50%. Thus, the directionality accounts for �0.06 dB of the

loss in the FEUDT delay line and �6 dB of the loss in IDT

delay lines (cD in Table I). There was an additional loss of

about �3.4 dB in the Towards delay lines and about �1.7 dB

in the IDT delay lines that cannot be attributed to directive

loss. This power was lost either during electric/SAW conver-

sion or during the propagation in the delay line. The direc-

tional loss accounts for more than 90% of the total loss in the

IDT delay lines, whereas it accounts for only 3% of the total

loss for the FEUDT delay lines.

The conversion loss is due to imperfections in the trans-

ducers. At 10 mK, the aluminum electrodes are superconduct-

ing, which eliminates resistive losses in the transducers. It has

been shown, by using superconducting niobium FEUDTs at

3.5 K, that the electrode resistance has a much bigger effect

on the insertion loss than other loss mechanisms.18

The propagation losses for all samples are expected to

be similar since they were fabricated simultaneously on the

same wafer. In addition, transducer orientation and separa-

tion were kept fixed. This separation distance was assumed

to be between the edge of the transducers, but the SAW trav-

els further underneath it. Using the center of the transducers

(Lþ Npk) as the reference point instead, the SAW propa-

gates an additional 240 or 165 lm in the FEUDT delay lines

and 54 lm further in the IDT delay lines (Table I).

The losses during the SAW propagation may include

beam steering, diffraction, and viscous damping.27,28 The loss

due to beam steering (cbs in Table I) was estimated to be about

�0.3 dB, by assuming an alignment error of 0.1� and using the

slope of the power flow angle �1.083 for LiNbO3.27 The dif-

fraction loss (cdiff) was linearly extrapolated from the results in

Ref. 29 and was estimated to be around �0.7 dB. Damping

from gas loading could be ignored, since the experiments were

performed in vacuum. The calculated loss due to viscous

damping was a bit more than �0.1 dB, using a viscous damp-

ing factor of 0.88 dB/ls for room temperature.28 Hence, the

estimated diffraction is the dominant propagation loss. In total,

the theoretically estimated propagation loss was around

�1.1 dB. Consequently, we can account for �1.3 dB and

�7.1 dB of the loss in the FEUDT and IDT delay lines, respec-

tively. This leaves an unexplained loss (cue in Table I) of

�2.2 6 0.8 dB in the FEUDT delay lines and �0.5 6 0.2 dB in

the IDT delay lines that cannot be attributed to directive nor

propagation losses. The higher loss in the FEUDTs seems to

be related to their higher number of unit cells. The loss per

unit cell, �0.007 6 0.003 dB, was the same for both types of

transducers.

The losses were further investigated by comparing the

fitted attenuation of each SAW transit in the delay lines.

These fits used the same models as the main transmission.

Each transit has undergone conversion into SAW, propa-

gated at least one time in the delay line and then undergone

conversion from SAW back to electric signal. The difference

between the transits is the number of times the SAW has

been acoustically reflected and has propagated across the

delay line. Thus, the sum of the loss due to propagation and

acoustic reflection could be extracted. This loss was less than

�1.4 dB for all samples. Subtracting the estimated value of

the propagation loss, less than �0.3 dB of the signal was lost

per acoustic reflection.

If the same argument is used for the main transmission

(two signal conversions and one transit), less than �0.4 dB

was lost per IDT every time the signal was converted.

Similarly, the maximum loss every time the signal was con-

verted was �0.9 6 0.6 dB per FEUDT. This results in a max-

imum loss of �0.01 dB per unit cell for all transducers. The

nature of this conversion loss is unknown, but it may include

the conversion to bulk waves.

The COM theory indicates that FEUDTs need more than

100 unit cells and larger than 25 lm electrode overlap in

order to achieve a minimum 20 dB directivity and impedance

matching to 50 X. For comparison, IDTs with 35 lm elec-

trode overlap are impedance matched with only 36 unit cells.

The number of unit cells reduces the bandwidth to

FIG. 3. Response of FEUDT_3 Towards (blue solid line) and IDT_3 (red solid line). (a) Transmission and (b) reflection of the delay lines together with fits

using the SAW circuit model for the IDT (cyan dotted line) and COM-theory for the FEUDT (green dotted lines). The discrepancy at minimum IDT reflection

can be attributed to mechanical reflections and nonideal circulators that are not included in the circuit model, (c) The difference between transmission through

FEUDT_2 Towards and Away (blue solid line) agrees with the COM-theory (green dotted lines).
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0:9f0=Np,15 which explains the results in Table I where the

FEUDT with 160 unit cells had a 5 times smaller bandwidth

than the IDTs. Although the narrow bandwidth is useful for

on-chip filtering, it can be a limitation in quantum SAW

experiments.

In quantum SAW experiments, the qubit uses an interdi-

gital transducer to couple to SAW phonons. At the center

frequency of the qubit transducer fq, this coupling is given by

C10=2p ¼ 0:5NqK2fq
3,12 where Nq is the number of unit cells

of the qubit transducer. Since these have to be at least one

unit cell, the minimum coupling C=2p is approximately

100 MHz for a qubit on LiNbO3 at 2.3 GHz. If a pick up

transducer has a smaller bandwidth than the qubit coupling,

not all phonons emitted from the qubit will be captured by

the pick up transducer. Thus, there is a trade-off between

bandwidth and directivity that needs to be optimized for a

given experiment.

A different experiment can also be considered, where

the qubit’s symmetric IDT3 is replaced with a UDT and

thereby induces a directional dependent interaction between

the qubit and SAWs. This would possibly be an acoustic ana-

logue to the light-matter coupling in chiral quantum

optics.30–33

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a directivity of

22 dB for superconducting floating electrode unidirectional

transducers at 2.3 GHz and 10 mK on lithium niobate. The

unidirectional delay lines have approximately 4.7 dB less

insertion loss than standard interdigital transducers. The

improved phonon to photon conversion of unidirectional

transducer compared to ordinary interdigital transducer is

useful for studying quantum physics with surface acoustic

waves. The directivity and impedance matching of a floating

electrode unidirectional transducer come at the expense of

bandwidth.
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